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JEW COUP:
Orchestrating Trump Impeachment Lynching - 22 November 2019

Rick Wiles: ‘ … we’re going to be smeared by the
Jewish media and the Jewish attack dogs. Anybody
who dares to say the obvious truth is immediately
attacked. But we’re not making up anything here,
this isn’t our opinion, we’re showing the audience
– anybody who has a brain, anybody that has a

thinking process that says I’m looking at the
evidence: It is what it is! The Jewish newspapers in
Israel and in the United States openly boast that
the “impeach-Trump-movement” is led by the
Jews. It’s not a secret. So, why can’t we say it?’

Doc Burkhart: ‘Because for fear of the Jews. That’s
exactly why.’
RW: ‘But Jews can say it?’
DB: ‘That’s right.’
RW: ‘But we can’t?’
DB: ‘You got it. Those are the rules.’
RW: ‘We’re going to challenge the rules. We’re
going to say it. We’ll see how long we stay on

youtube. This may be the one that does it. I’ve
warned our audience, at some point you’ll have to
go to * www.trunews.com
We’re going to show you the headlines. They speak
for themselves.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOWjgJW9s
aU
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January 2018
At that time it was a faint drum-beat “Impeach
Trump-impeach Trump”, but the two men who
were beating the drum were Jews. Now it is a full
marching band of Jewish drummers – calling for
the impeachment of Donald Trump. Jews represent
2 per cent of the American population, and
somehow they have this enormous clout and power
in America –
With
ambassadorships,
representatives
in
Congress, representatives in the Senate –National
Security Council and Pentagon – and still only 2 per
cent of the population!
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next! This is what Bolshevik Revoluytions look
like -

- spending up to $100m on “Impeach Trump
campaign”.
This is a Jew Coup – this is a take-over of our
country by a very small percentage of peoplewho
are overthrowing the votes of millions of
Christians. When they get Trump out, you’re

31 July 2019 - Engel is a pro-Israel Jew

1 August 2019
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12 Nov 2019

She considers Donald Trump to be a domestic
enemy - I consider these Jews to be domestic
enemies – there are sedicious, treacherous Jews
who are undermining the President of the United
States in pusging this country in civil war. I
consider them domestic enemies. Alexander
Hamilton was Jewish – that explains why he fought
to establish a central bank. All the images are

there. This is an American style Jewish-led
Bolshevik Revolution. She puts democracy above
politics and that’s a clue right there. Get rid of the
word “democracy” We don’t live in a democracy –
democracy is mob-rule … crucified Jesus. We’re a
constitutional republic. You’ll hear this code word
all the time: democracy – democracy …

30 September 2019 – ‘A lying Jewish Congressman
who ought to be removed from office. What he did
was unspeakable. He made up a fake transcript of

a phone call of the POTUS and read it into the
Congressional Record as though it was fact …
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And as he was reading it you had the media from
all over the world that was reporting on the
opening of the impeachment proceedings … they
are seeding this false narrative in newspapers and
in media all over the world and none of that gets
retracted - ‘

13 November 2019

‘That’s the way the Jews work. They are deceivers,
they plot, they lie, they do whatever they have to
do the “impeach Trump movement” is a Jew coup
– to overthrow the constitutionally-elected POTUS
– and its beyond removing Donald Trump – it’s
removing you and me.

Why? = COINCIDENCE!

24 September 2019 - if you question this number of Jews … You have to believe the Russians were
involved but not that ther Ukrainians were involved = conspiracy theory and antisemitism!
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12 March 2018 - President Putin sent a clue to the
world – collusion – managed out of Ukraine.

Mr Trump, when are you going to wake up! You appointed Jews, not Christians, and the Jews have turned on you.
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20 November 2019 - He is disloyal to the Commander-in-Chief - ought to be court-marshalled for his act
of insubordination! - in the White House undermines the Commander-in Chief - 28 September 2019-11-24
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23 November 2019 A treacherous snake – a
sedicious snake who was brought into this country
for a purpose, for a Bolshevik Revolition –
undermining the POTUS! – brought into this
country for a purpose – for a Bolshevik Revolution
– these guys have been programmed for 40 years
and they’re proud of it, they’re not hiding it –

because it’s working because the public is so
dummed-down – you can show it to them to their
face and they still don’t believe it – and then the
media will tell you, if you believe that stuff, you’re
a racist, you’re a bigot. But it’s right there. But
don’t believe your lying eyes – if you believe it,
you’re antisemitic, bigot who believes in tropes.

She is Jewish – one of the actresses in the story –
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That’s the Trump card – the Holocaust!
He just played the Holocaust Trump card in the Trump impeachment enquiry – what does this have to do
with this story? He gave a million dollars to the Trump campaign for the Ambassador’s job – and to betray
the President.
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We can get the video reinstated if we make the changes they don’t know we should make. We
are being harassed by 20-somethings, by little swnowflakes…

They then drove 16 trucks through the president’s
‘virtually impenetrable’ southern border fence.
*https://www.trunews.com/stream/reportsmugglers-cut-truck-sized-hole-in-southern-borderfence

I hate injustice –

God hates injustice – false witness - Trump and Netanyahu are friends – both facing a coup?

>>THIS IS A JEW COUP AGAINST THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES<<

______________________________________________________
Jim and Diane Present JOO COUP, Impeachment of Donald Trump
Nov 23, 2019
* https://www.bitchute.com/video/nuxpo9BbzIt7/

____________________________________________________
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'Very disturbing':
People dressed in Nazi uniforms confront shoppers at supermarket
By Michael Koziol, November 24, 2019 — 12.00am
Shoppers at a Victorian supermarket were stunned when
The incident at the supermarket in Woodend would have
four people dressed in Nazi uniforms entered the store –
been "very disturbing and distressing" for anyone with a
an incident that highlights the increasing use of Nazi
connection to the Holocaust as "it brings back memories,
symbols in Australia, according to Jewish community
it brings back trauma", Ms Huppert said.
leaders.
"It's not a matter just for the Jewish community,
Craig MacKenzie said he saw two men and two women,
Australians fought in that war for freedom against Nazis.
who all looked about 20 years old, enter a Coles outlet in
Perhaps a visit to the Auschwitz extermination camp or
Woodend, an hour north of Melbourne, shortly after
the crematorium at Theresienstadt would jolt them back
midday on Saturday, October 26. A photograph obtained
into reality.
by The Sunday Age and The Sun-Herald shows the group
"These people probably don't even know their own
wearing uniforms that included swastika armbands and
grandparents fought in a war against the people in those
the imperial eagle.
uniforms."
The Woodend incident came about the same time as a
group of four men were reportedly ejected from
Oktoberfest celebrations in the Yarra Valley for dressing
up as Nazi soldiers.
Peter Wertheim, co-chief executive of the Executive
Council of Australian Jewry, said it was "truly bizarre that
some people are so ignorant of history".
"Perhaps a visit to the Auschwitz extermination camp or
the crematorium at Theresienstadt would jolt them back
into reality," he said.
A photo from inside the Coles supermarket at Woodend
shows four people entering the store in Nazi regalia.

Mr MacKenzie said he believed the group was heading to
a party and the people involved did not necessarily
identify as right-wing extremists or white supremacists.
"Once in the supermarket, I said to them that they were
being highly disrespectful and had no idea what their
uniforms meant," he said. "The blokes told me that it
was 'only a joke' and to f--- off. I persisted, saying that
there could be people here who went through World War
II and the Holocaust. They laughed it off and told me to
f--- off again."
Mr MacKenzie said other shoppers, many of whom were
elderly, were visibly intimidated by the display.
The incident can be revealed ahead of a report due to be
released on Monday detailing anti-Semitic incidents in
Australia over the past 12 months, compiled by the
Executive Council of Australian Jewry.
Jewish groups have warned the use of Nazi symbolism
was on the rise, and last year's report chronicled a
substantial
increase
in
anti-Semitic
harassment,
vandalism and threats by phone, email and posters.
Last month, eight swastikas were painted on the Nylex
building in Melbourne's south-east, alongside other white
supremacist graffiti. During the federal election Treasurer
Josh Frydenberg's campaign posters were defiled with
Nazi symbols.
Jennifer Huppert, president of the Jewish Community
Council of Victoria, said there was a "lack of
understanding" about the impact of Nazi memorabilia,
costumes and symbols, and a growing "disconnect" with
the Holocaust.

On Thursday night, Prime Minister Scott Morrison
accepted the Jerusalem Prize from the Zionist Federation
of Australia, the Zionist Council of NSW and the World
Zionist Organisation - an honour previously bestowed
upon Bob Hawke, John Howard and Julia Gillard.
In his speech, Mr Morrison said "absolutely shameful"
acts of anti-Semitism had "no place" in Australia, but
they were still occurring and could not be ignored.
"We can't pretend it isn't happening here – it is," he said.
"It's like the country just wants to eject it out of its
system, yet it persists. That's why we must remain so
vigilant about these things – we can't be casual about
these things. We can't overlook it or just pretend."

Jewish groups are reporting a "tsunami of anti-semitism"
after a Nazi swastika spray painted on a cafe owned by
the granddaughter of a Holocaust survivor.
*
https://www.smh.com.au/national/very-disturbingpeople-dressed-in-nazi-uniforms-confront-shoppers-atsupermarket-20191119-p53c5q.html

___________________________________________________

Obama Says He's 'Basically a Liberal Jew,' Is Not Optimistic About Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks
By Nicole Goodkind On 1/26/18 at 5:14 PM EST
* https://www.newsweek.com/obama-jokes-hes-liberal-jew-not-optimistic-about-israel-and-palestine-peace-792722

___________________________________________________
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Nachdem ein "Reporter Team" des
NDR um Julian Feldmann sich das
Vertrauen von Karl Münter erschlichen
hatte, führte es ihn mit diesen
Filmaufnahmen
vor
Feldmanns
Machwerk wird weltweit millionenfach
gesehen.
Die
vor
verfälschenden
Zusammenschnitten strotzende und
manipulative Hetz-Sendung bescherte
Herrn Münter nicht nur einen Überfall,

bei dem der 96-Jährige zu Hause
geschlagen, gefesselt und seiner
Auszeichnungen beraubt wurde.
Thorsten Heise lud zu einer Runde mit
dem Veteran, in der er sich sichtlich
wohl fühlte.
Doch sehet und höret selbst.
* https://volkslehrer.info/videoarchiv/karl-mnterein-veteran-der-leibstandarte-im-gesprch
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